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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

[Born  : July 15th 1899,
Deceased on February 5th, 1981]

UNESCO – Kalinga Prize Winner – 1966

PAUL COUDERC

 Great French Author & Astronomer

"A delay between the scientific discovery and its assimilation into the general culture is
inevitable.. But since this discovery is by nature to modify immensely the methods of thinking

(Relativity, Quantum, Nuclear Energy) the gap which is caused between the specialists and

the common public is not without danger, after all at a time like ours where the Science is
reproached of becoming a danger for the civilization and to the humanity."

Paul Couderc

"I do not consider it as an incidental activity for the popularization of the science of which I had
consecrated a great part of my time leaving behind the professional works. I hold it an essential

mark for the society."
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PAUL COUDERC
(1899-1981)

A Biographical Profile

French author and astronomer at the Observatoire of Paris who pursued number of various interests,
including solid geometry, astrology, calendars, and eclipses. Couderc was educated at higher Teacher
training school. He began his career as teacher of mathematics at Charlemagne College in Paris, and
wrote classic book on solid geometry. Afterwards, he became leading astronomer at the Observatoire of
Paris. He wrote number of books on popularization of science, especially on relativity, astronomy, and
astrophysics, and received the 1966  Kalinga Prize for popularization of science.
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PAPAPAPAPAUL COUDERUL COUDERUL COUDERUL COUDERUL COUDERCCCCC

A CURRICULUM VITAE

w Born on July 15th 1899, deceased on February 5th , 1981

w Admitted to Ecole Normale Supérieure Military service 1918

w Professor of mathematics (high school) 1922

w Head of the department of Carte du Ciel of Observatoire de Paris 1944

w Collaborator of the Vice-Secretary of State for Scientific Research, 1936, and therefore partly responsible
for the creation of Institut d ‘Astrophysique de Paris, of Observatoire de Haute-Provence, also of
Palais de la Découverte.

w Directeur scientifique of the planetarium of Palais de la Découverte 1952.

w Distinguished admission in Légion d’Honneur (Chevalier 1947, Officier 1957)

w President of Commission of Carte du Ciel of the International Astronomical Union (1958-1964)

w Vice President of Société Astronomique de France (1950-53, 1957-60, 1964-69)

w Organisation of the publication of a number of introductory papers for students, in the Journal of the
Société Astronomique de France : L’Astronomie (many written by himself) 1950-1966.

w Organisation of radio conferences broadcasted by Poste National and later published (1954,  Gauthier
Villars).

w Numeous prizes by Académie des Sciences (De Parville, Pelliot etc.)

w Distinction of Académie des sciences for his book: La relativité, which had numerous editions, (134),
including some in Italian and Spanish.

w KALINGA Prize attributed by UNESCO 1966

w Publications of numerous books (see list) and construction of a film (les flames du Soleil) as a tribute
to the famous optician and astronomer B. Lyot.

w Besides a few researches (e.g. about binaries and stellar luminosity function), his main work in
astronomy was a definite advance in the long lasting programme : Carte du ciel.
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A list of some books by P . Couderc :
Couderc List. Txt

Here is a list of a few books written by P. Couderc and kept at the library of Observatoire de Paris :

l L’ architecture de I’ Universe – Gauthier-Villars 1941

l L’architecture de l’ Univers – Gauthier- Villars 1947

l Astrologie  Presses Universitaires PUF 1974

l Astrologie.  Presses Universitaires PUF 1951

l L ‘astronomie au jour le jour; trente-sept causeries radiophoniques   Gauthier-Villars 1954

l L ‘Astronomie   Bordas 1968

l Le Calendrier – Presses Universitaires PUF 1948

l Le calendrier – Presses universitaires PUF 2000

l Dans le champ solaire avec un spectre coloré, 36 planches – Gauthier – Villars 1932

l Discussion sur I ‘evolution de l’ univers,   Gauthier-Villars et Cie 1933

l Les éclipses   Presses universitaires PUF 1961

l L’ encyclopédie et l ‘astronomie Conférences – Sorbonne 1952

l Les étapes de l ‘astronomie   Prsses universitaires PUF 1945

l L ‘ expansion de l’ univers Presses Universitaires PUF 1950

l Guide des  étoiles et Planetes (traduction) Menzel, Donald Howard,

l Editions Delachaux et Niestlé 1978

l Historie de l'astronomie  classique PUF 1982

l Histoire de I'astronomie   Presses Universitaires PUF1966

l L ‘Observatorie de Paris   Observatoire de Paris 1967

l Parmi les étoiles   Bourrelier & Cie 1938

l Premier livre du tétraèdre à l ‘usage des élèves de première -    Gauthier-Villars

l La relativité    Presses universitaires 1949

l La relativité    Presses universitaires PUF 1981

l L‘Univers     P.U.F. 1982

l L’univers     Presses universitaire PUF 1955

l L’Univers 1937 Les Editions rationalists 1937

l L’Unives est-il en expansion ? – Palais de la Decouverte 1953.
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A True Master of Scientific Popularization
[ Paul Couderc (1899-1981) ]

by

Gerad De Vaucouleurs
University of T exas

&

Gilbert W alusinki
Secretary of the Committee for Astronomical T eaching Affairs

The Astronomy of March 1981 announced in a few lines the apparent demisal in Paris on the 5th of the
preceding month of Paul Couderc, the ancient professor holder of aggregation (highest teaching diploma in
France) in Maths, appointed honorary Astronomer of the Observatory of Paris, for a long time one of the
most active members of Astronomical Society of France, who had served for 20 years as an advisor and
Vice President.

We think if even though the tradition of Obituary columns seem to be outdated. The astronomy must pay
homage to this Vice Prsident and the author of innumerable articles published in may pages and also to
his several conferences delivered in clubs since three decades.

But whatever big achievements that might have been for Paul Couderc passing through the helm of the
SAF, particularly with old students in the beginning and with the other colleagues later on, that we wish to
pay homage to his memory, we wish to recollect and honor this man, - the scientist, the Professor and the
scientific writer that we had admired who had played a determining role in the astronomical vocations-
teacher and propogandist of one of the most beautiful sciences.

We should therefore examine first how our master regretted scientific popularization of which he played an
essential role.

This is what he had said :
“I do not consider it as an incidental activity for the popularization of the science of which I had consecrated
a great part of my time leaving behind the professional works. I hold it an essential mark for the society.

By the way, we are not making any allusion here (undoubtedly regrettable but difficult to ignore), that the
various disciplines obtained proportionate budgetary credits in their surrounding propaganda. In most
disinterested reasonings could invoke in favour of good rights towards diffusion of the science.
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A delay between the scientific discovery and its assimilation into the general culture is inevitable.. But
since this discovery is by nature to modify immensely the methods of thinking (Relativity, Quantum,
Nuclear Energy) the gap which is caused between the specialists and the common public is not without
danger, after all at a time like ours where the Science is reproached of becoming a danger for the civilization
and to the humanity.

The silence of the Scientist leaves behind ultimately to free forces of false sciences, giving hopes to
deceivers/cheaters, so called sensational discoveries which are showered in the dailies and magazines
for the readers. A scientific ignorance still prevalent in common mass holds good to the invasion of the
nonsensical.”

Paul Couderc expressed like this, better than what we would have known, the principles of his action. It is
up to us to find out his success.

Of course without any doubt, there have been a conjunction of numerous factors. His Nivernois (near the
Rhime in France) origin Paul Couderc had preserved a charming voice which could hold the attention of his
listeners (Professor Francis Perrin who was his fallow-student in the Normal Higher School) have told us
that he retained a souvenir of his warm voice. But it was not only his voice that demanded the attention but
particularly his clear eloquence corresponding to his worry of being included twice as much for the respect
for the language and for the Science.

His becoming the Professor of Mathematics (1922) had given the taste for communication which he
developed in the favourable frame work in the Normal Higher School to a great intellectual level, at the
outburst of the big battle the appearance of the general Relativity turning upside down the ideas received.
The debates were vivid in between persons in favour and those against the views of Einstein.

Paul Couderc for the enthusiast brought about a theory in Astronomy, this was the time when Eddington
studied the solar eclipses in 1919 and measured the deviations of pre seen illuminating rays and calculated
by Einstein.

This passionate epoch had its dark sides too. Born in 15th July 1899. Paul Couderc attained the age of
higher studies while the battle cut down his European youth. He was mobilized in 1918 before he could
enter the Normal School. Later after some years of training in the Observatory of Paris and in Thiers
Foundations, the only situation which offered him in Astronomy was to assist voluntarily in the Observatory.
There was a significant misery in the scientific research of France at that time. Without breaking off his
atronomical contacts which he had taken in the background, Paul Couderc took up the post of Professorship
of Maths in Higher Secondary School, first in Chartre, then later in Paris in the Lycee of Saily till the period
of Liberation. It was only in 1944 that he was called in for the Observatory of Paris to take over charge from
Mr Jules Baillaud at the head of service of the sky card.

The passage of time in teaching in the higher secondary schools didn’t make Paul Couderc a purgatory
neither did he lose his interest in the Astronomy.
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Teaching of Maths to future high school holders could have distanced him particularly from the activities of
science and could have easily discouraged a person who would not have occupied a job out of his heart
but this was not at all the case for Paul Couderc. It was just the contrary for him. During the first half of his
career made his conviction stronger that teaching higher secondary could help scientific development and
in the rational thinking. It is during his teaching period that he published his two books which straight away
became two master pieces.

“The Architecture of the Universe” in 1930 and “In the Solar field” in 1932, one could easily discover texts
of modern Astronomy and inspiration generated from the communicative enthusiasm of Paul Couderc.

The first a thinner book more ambitious (the title undoubtedly indicates it) was the most successful one.
It does not contain only outside descriptions, the results of the observations but moreover it was a beginning
for the firs time in France, an exposure of modern cosmology in the framework of relativist models. The
public concern was very large and the worries to understand the science of their times. Like Jean Rostand
in another sphere, like Flammarion half century later and the example of Jean Perrin with the Atoms, Paul
Couderc contributed with his Architecture of the Universe to reveal that there are no two antinomian
cultures, one literary, the other scientific. It is therefore not surprising that Jean Perrin wrote a preface
which all of know by heart the first lines:

“It is a very weak light which comes to us from the starry sky. What would have been the human thinking
if we would not have perceived these stars, it appears like the sister of Venus, the Earth enveloping always
a hammer of clouds?’

The Astronomy is the “Liberation of human reasoning” concluded Jean Perrin.

In no way a single perspective can be servable to Paul Couderc. Inspite of age differences a true friendship
brooded between them. Since Jean Perrin became the under Secretary of state for scientific research in
the Blum’s ministry in 1936, he called Couderc in his cabinet as in-charge of mission. In this capacity,
Couderc played a very important role in the creation of the National cash box for sciences, ultimately
National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS)-which adapted and followd in lines of Astronomy, foundation
of the Institute of Astrophysics of Paris with Henri Mineur, founding of the Observatory of Haute Provence
with Jean Dufay and Charles Fehrenbach. It gave birth also to the organization Palace of discovery, one of
the most successful International exhibition in 1937 which inspired the title of his book “Universe 1937” .
We understand that Paul Couderc was always very attentive in materializing the Palace and his Planetarium
in particular. In 1937 he was in total charge and in 1952 he served as scientific Director of the Planetarium
renovated and dedicated to the nation by the President of the Republic. After having entered in the
Observatory unrolled his second half of his career, Paul Couderc routined with his accrued methods in
teaching and in popularizing of Astronomy often in collaboration with André Danjon who came to succeed
in Ernerst Esclangon at the instruction from French Astronomy (1945). In such the initiative to organize a
series of conferences aimed at teaching and training the secondary-students in brining about a reform in
the spirit of Couderc a renaissance-of traditional teaching of “Cosmology” in final classes. Danjen and
Couderc were seconded by the elite of French Astronomy of that period, D Chalonge, A Couder, J.Delhaye,
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Ch.Fehrenbach, V. Kourganoft, A. Lallemand, J.C.Pecker, E.Schatzman. All of us regret still for not having
being able to assure the publication of these conferences that Couderc so passionately followed.

In the same order of ideas, always under impulsion of Paul Couderc (Astronomy 64, 1950, page-21) a long
series of articles specially written for the students was published in the review columns of 1950 to 1966
and to which Paul Couderc himself contributed a lot. During the same period he organized with Jean
Claude Pecker and Evry Schatzman a successful series of 37 radio phonic conversations prepared for
National Post in the titles programme “Hour of French Culture” these conversations were republished in a
brochure By Gauthier-Villars (1954) titled “Astronomy day to day”

With this background of practical language of teaching in Higher secondary school, and by his experience
of public conferences in the Polytechnic School, Paul Couderc had acquired an acute mastery in
communication . The convictions of rationalists came to him always for explanations and for convincing
others. It was very natural for Pual Couderc who took a great interst in the popularisation of science for
which he put all his talents in writing. He always aimed loftily: respect for the science while he did not wish
to hide anything about the incertitudes, neither the provisional failures, everything for the enthusiasm of
success; respect for the harshness of his scientific methods, same as well for the difficulties in popularizing
having incited to more unless correct schematisation; respect for the public understanding having limited
capacity for understanding, but an accomplished author like Paul Couderc went further on, very often a
little farther than capable. The mixing of such merits is very rare and it is not surprising that he was
awarded with the KAKLINGA prize in 1966 by UNESCO-a rare distinction of such kind.  In recognition
to his testimonies the science academy awarded several prizes Prize Henri De Paville, Prize Paul Pelliot
etc….

The list of books by Paul Couderc (see the bibliography) illustrates the rarity of his talents: the titles
themselves add meanings to the collectrions “what do I know/” which is absolutely enthralling. In his 128
pages of volume collection a specific subject is treated first by the rules of composition and of writing. Yet,
the first subject treated by Couderc, THE RELATIVITY (1940) is an exemplary success-acknowledged and
crowned by by  the Academy of Sciences, this book was eventually got translated in to ltalian and
Spanish and had 130 new editions from 1941 to 1966. The most recent after death of Couderc was
beneficial to Francis Perrin who brought out. The relativity was undoubtedly a favourite subject  of Paul
Couderc. In the steps of Astronomy (1945) Couderc traces the evolutions of ideas since the Antiquity and
the impact of Copperniccus in the dawn of modern times: this illustration and the justification of the role of
“Liberation of Human Reason” with Jean Perrin attributed to Astronomy. In the Calendar (1946) he attacks
further to the historical aspects, but explains equally the basic details of astronomy which are often
difficult to understand of various calendars; always his works referred on the subjects in an attempt to
popularize sensationally. In Astrology (1951), sincere to his rationalist convictions, Couderc deals with the
ridiculous and prevalent superstitions (beneficial for certain) of all times; after having explained consciously
in detail the precise rules astrology which were considered inauspicious in the course of time. He subdued
certain predictions which were typical or sensational to a vigorous confrontation with experience or
observation, citing his statistical studies undertaken with patience for testing objectively the validity of
astrological predictions:the readers of astrology will not be surprised by the conclusion of Paul Couderc:
“What does astrology want? –Nothing, exactly nothing”. One can well imagine the reaction of the charlatans,
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abusing and menacing In the Universe (1954) Paul Couderc actualizes the theme which was dear to
cosmological problems – work undertaken today by Jean Claude Pecker, reedited in 1982 by slight
modifications.

In the Eclipse (1961), volume published during the total solar eclipse which took place in France, the
universal spirit of astronomy and of the writer and his sense of actuality permitted him to fulfill the vacuum
of astronomical literature in French.

It is worth mentioning about the film “Flames of Sun” that Paul Couderc undertook as a documentary film
produced by Bernad Lyot and completed by the Observatory of Havard College. He himself addressed it as
he wanted to pay homage to his collègue Lyot.

We have reserved for the end the most specialized work of a little bit higher level in our opinion the best and
most durable of all the works published by Paul Couderc. When we re-read it today The expansion of the
Universe (1950), we are in awe-the clarity revealed on such a difficult subject in its theoretical bases and
complicated by effective observations. Paul Couderc describes us the classification and models of relativist’s
Universe (without neglecting the cosmological constant like superficial popularisors very often do it today)
as he explains formerly fossilized radiation at 3 K, which were substituted by the Big Bang heat of Gamow
at the primitive atom, cold of Lemaitre, the work of Paul Couderc is always based on actuality and his
lectures had excellent introduction to the relative cosmology. Even if the future progress loses this quality,
the luminous exhibition of Paul Couderc will be remembered always for his higher exemplary in popularizing
astronomy in the middle of the century. For similar reason-with a good different style that Flammarion even
surpassed interest us always for re-reading. With the passage of time, the books of Paul Couderc will
know undoubtedly the hectic public disaffection towards newness, but the more attentive readers will
come to appreciate the historical perspective and of a less superficial culture for a long time.

Heavily engaged in the field of diffusion of astronomy and deeply engrossed with his teaching freely in his
carreer, paul Couderc did not have much time for research. It will be unfair on him not to include his studies
about the optical ring (halo) around Persei Nova 1901 (year of Astrophysics 2, 1939, 271) remarkable for
its simplified geometry as usual with exceptional clarity. It is also to be noted here about his statistical
studies on the double stars in the chart of sky (1946) in collaboration with Danjon, research on the function
of luminosity of new stars ( Comptes Rendus Ac.Sci. 230. 1950, 2137). But the official function of Paul
Couderc at the service of the chart of sky was not evidently favourable for carrying out research on
extragalaxtical cosmology which fascinated him.

Paul Couderc became our first professor or initiator in Astronomy. We have had the privilege of gaining his
friendship . We can never forget the warmth and the sincerity.

Francis Perrin remarks in confidence to us, that Paul Couderc was his father’s friend prior to becoming his
intimate friend towards the end part of his life.”


